Closed integral form expressions are derived for the Mathieu-type a-series and for the associated alternating series whose terms contain Fox's H -function. In the final section, two similar results on Mathieu-type series with the Fox-Wright Psi-function p Ψ q and the generalized hypergeometric function p F q which can be expressed in terms of Fox's H -functions are deduced respectively.
Introduction and preliminaries
In the recent articles [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] the author, Srivastava and Tomovski consider the special Mathieu-type a-series and alternating Mathieu-type a-series whose terms contain the familiar Gauß hypergeometric function 2 F 1 , generalized hypergeometric function p F q , Fox-Wright 1 Ψ 2 -function and Meijer G-function. The results derived concern among others closed integral form expressions for the series considered and bilateral bounding inequalities. Here we are interested in generalizing the expression results for Mathieu-type series (and its alternating variants) whose terms contain Fox's H -function terms.
Fox defined the H -function in his celebrated studies of symmetrical Fourier kernels as the Mellin-Barnes-type path integral [7, 8] 
for all z = 0 with the integrand
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The contour L in the complex s-plane extends from w − i∞ to w + i∞, w > max 1≤h≤m | {b h }|/β h separating the points β
, which are the poles of Γ (b j − β j s), j = 1, m, from the points α −1 j (a j − k − 1), j = 1, n, k ∈ N 0 which are the poles of Γ (1 − a j + α j s), j = 1, n, [7] [8] [9] .
Consider the Mathieu-type a-series A λ,µ and its alternating variant A λ,µ defined by
where we make the convention that the real sequence c = {c n } n∈N increases and tends to ∞, equivalently
Integral representations of
p+1,q ; c; r)
We will need the aid of the Laplace-Mellin transform of Fox's H -function, i.e. the Laplace transform of the function x λ−1 H m,n p,q (ωx|·). Bearing in mind (1), for real ω it follows readily that
where
Theorem 1. Let λ > 0, µ > 0, r > 0, a p+1 = 1 − λ, α p+1 = 1 and let the sequence c satisfies (5). Then
where c:
stands for the integer part of the quantity c −1 (x).
Proof. Taking ξ = c n + r in the familiar formula
then specifying A = c j , ρ = 1, ω = r in (6), finally inserting a p+1 = 1 − λ, α p+1 = 1, we conclude
where µ > 0 is already assumed. The inside Dirichlet series
possesses the Laplace integral form representation [1, 2] such that we can express it as follows:
. Inserting this expression into (12), it becomes
p+1,q ; c; r
it is not hard to show that
. These proves the first assertion of the theorem.
The derivation of (8) is very similar to the previous procedure; the only novelty is the new inside alternating Dirichlet series D c (·) [3, Section 4, p.77], reads as follows
Using this formula, we easily finish the proof of the theorem.
Consequences, important special cases
Many well-known special functions, such as erf(x), and the Bessel, Whittaker, Fox-Wright Ψ -, Meijer G-, and generalized hypergeometric p F q -functions, and Jacobi polynomials and other elliptic functions are included in the class of functions which can be expressed in terms of Fox's H -functions. We show now certain results for the aforementioned functions related to our Theorem 1.
Mathieu-type series with the Fox-Wright Ψ -function
Here, and in what follows, p Ψ q [7, 8] denotes the Fox-Wright generalization of the hypergeometric function p F q , defined by
for suitably bounded values of |z| and 1
We have [8, p.19 ] the important property
Now, by (14) we translate the results of Theorem 1 into the Fox-Wright Ψ -function framework. Firstly, one defines
Then, exploiting the formula (14), by Theorem 1 it follows that 1) and let the sequence c satisfy (5). Then
Proof. The use of (14) causes (1 − u, 1) to become the last upper parameter belonging to the Ψ -function in (19) and (20). However, assuming −λ ∈ N we ensure the convergence of the dependent Ψ -functions. Then this parameter acts only in reducing c λ j in the series B λ,µ , B λ,µ . So, the stated results are fully covered.
Mathieu-type series with the generalized hypergeometric function p F q
Now, we will be interested in the series
Notice that it is well-known [3, Eq. (9.9)] that
Multiplying (17)- (20) by the adequate
we clearly deduce a result similar to previous ones.
and assume that c satisfies (5). Then we have 
